ABBEY ANIMAL HOSPITAL
1949 Lynnhaven Pkwy.
Virginia Beach, VA 23453
757-471-1003

OFFICE USE ONLY
Witness:__________

LASER NAIL TRIM RELEASE FORM
I hereby authorize Abbey Animal Hospital to receive and provide care for my pet __________________. I understand that all
precautions will be taken to insure the safety and health of my pet during his/her stay. I also understand that every attempt will
be made by the doctors and staff to notify me prior to additional medical treatments or costs. If however, I can not be reached, I
authorize Abbey Animal Hospital to perform the necessary procedures for my pet at our discretion. I assume full responsibility
for all medical expenses incurred during my pet’s stay. X__________(initials)

I understand that the Laser nail Trim DOES NOT disrupt the natural growth of the nail.
The nails will grow back out if maintenance nail trims are not done.
Regular maintenance nail trims should be done every 3 to 4 weeks. X_________ (initials)
I also understand that If my pet is unable to participate in regular maintenance
nail trims, another laser nail trim should be scheduled no less than 6 months
from now.
X________(initials)
To prevent the spread of infectious disease and parasites, all animals must be current on all vaccines and free from internal and
external parasites. I have either provided current records or I authorize Abbey Animal Hospital to vaccinate & treat for internal
and/or external parasites, as it is necessary. I understand it is THE OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE PROPER
VACCINE INFORMATION AT DROP OFF or Abbey Animal Hospital will vaccinate and do necessary tests at drop off.
X_______(initials)
X_________(initial) I understand that all anesthesia involves some risk to my pet including (very rarely) death and unforeseen
complications such as infection, bleeding or hernia with certain surgical procedures. I am aware that many pre-existing
conditions can be identified prior to surgery by performing in house blood work.
REQUIRED FOR PETS OVER 7 YEARS OF AGE
OPTIONAL FOR PETS UNDER 7 YEARS OF AGE BUT STILL RECOMMENDED:
x_________ (initial) (additional charge) PRE-OP Blood work
x_________ (initials) I REFUSE the above for my pet who is under 7 years of age and understand the risks involved in not
having them done. I will not hold Abbey Animal Hospital liable in any way in the event of complications or the death of my
pet.
OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
The Home Again Chip (additional charge-discounted while under anesthesia)

x_________(initial)

I have read the Don’t Waste Anesthesia Form ( ON 2nd PAGE)

x_________(initial)

Other procedures being done today: _______________________________________________________

X__________(int)

_____________________________________________________________________________________ X___________(int)
I have read all the above information and I understand and accept all the risk and responsibility involved. I also understand that
unforeseen complications may occur which may incur additional charges.
________________________________________
SIGNATURE
________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER TODAY

____________________________________
DATE
OR

____________________________________
SECOND NUMBER

2nd Page
ABBEY ANIMAL HOSPITAL
ROBIN A.KNOPP, DVM
1949 LYNNHAVEN PRKY.
, VIRGINIA BEACH VA 23456
PHONE: 757-471-1003 FAX: 757-471-2977

DON’T WASTE THE ANESTHESIA!
1. Your pet is going under anesthesia and this means that there are a variety of things that can be done
that may not be able to be done while awake. This procedure is much safer then in years past but
why not make the most of this event. General anesthesia is not inexpensive (although a bargain
compared to the humans) and sometimes multiple procedures can be performed at the same time.
Yes there is an extra charge but sometimes at considerable savings from “stand alone” procedures.
Please initial any and all of the following procedures you would like performed while pet is
under anesthesia.
2. Teeth can be polished and sealed as long as the dental condition does not require a full dental
cleaning. Dental health is very critical to the health of your pet, not to mention it helps keep the
breath smelling minty fresh. ____ (initials)
3. Ears can be deep cleaned and inspected. Ear infections are common and
if not attended to, can be very uncomfortable and lead to serious ear conditions and
surgery. _____ (initials)
4. Sanitary can be performed at this time. This may not be easily done in an awake animal but can
be easily performed under anesthesia. Fecal matter and Urine can cling to the fur (especially long
hair) and can be breeding grounds for bacteria and fungal infections not to mention maggots in
warm weather. A full grooming is not recommended at this time due to any potential
complications. ____ (initials)
5. Xrays (i.e. those hips, elbow, and stifle radiographs), blood, stool, urine, and other samples
can be easily acquired at this time. This is a great time to collect samples as long as the regular
blood work is OK for anesthesia. _____(initials)
6. A Microchip can easily be placed to help you find your lost pet. _____ (initials)
DISCOUNTED while under sedation

Don’t be afraid of anesthesia, but don’t waste it either!

___________________________________________
SIGNATURE

________________
DATE

